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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This document presents in details the implementations and development work carried out within the
CREL version of the project MaaSive within WP9: Enhanced Business Rules and Contractual
Management, whose design and specifications is collected in D1.9.
The objective of this WP is to enhance the Co-Active outcomes in relation to Business and
Contractual Management, working in 3 areas:
•

Business Rules: to reflect the complete nature of the transport arena, including all forms of
public and private transport modes; the complex nature of redistribution of funds between
intermodal journeys, particularly in times of disruption and re-accommodation; the need of
operators to have control of their commercial strategy. These activities are only done at a
theoretical and specifications level, and for this reason their results are only reflected in D9.1,
but not in this deliverable D9.2.

•

An expanded Contractual Management Marketplace (CMMP) that reflects the contractual
needs of all operators at multimodal journeys and in MaaS environments. The CMMP, which
implementation started in Co-Active, allows to register multimodal contractual agreements
among several TSP (such as special prices or availability), and generates “multimodal rules”
that feed other IP4 components such as the Offer Builder or the clearing engine. This way, the
CMMP “translates” to a technical level, formal contracts that could involve the agreements,
business rules and financial compensation that shall occur between the different stakeholders,
as defined in task 9.1. Therefore, as the IP4 ecosystem evolves to create intermodal
agreements and MaaS packages, the CMMP needs to be adapted in order to allow to take into
account these new agreements and rules. For the CREL, new components have been created
in the CMMP to register tariffs and configure new Mobility Packages. This deliverable
explains the developments done and results achieved in relation to these new components of
the CMMP.

•

A Best price engine that helps to calculate the best price for travellers, especially performing
multiple travels, taking into account defined mobility packages as the one proposed by MaaS.
This document explains in detail the component deployed with the goal to optimise prepaid
product based offers or postpaid route based trips.

This work package has been identified as separated from the others work package due to its
transversal approach and the impact multiple TDs. The main objectives for the CREL were to have a
first implementation and proof of concept of these components to demonstrate their feasibility, which
will be enhanced in the next release and integrated with other components of the IP4 ecosystem.
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1. INTRODUCTION
This document summarizes the implementation of the different functionalities identified for the
CREL version of WP9: Enhanced Business Rules and Contractual Management of the project
MaaSive, following the specifications reflected in D1.9.
This work package has been identified as separated from the others work package due to its
transversal approach and the impact multiple TDs. The main objectives for the CREL were to have a
first implementation and proof of concept of these components to demonstrate their feasibility, which
will be enhanced in the next release and integrated with other components of the IP4 ecosystem.
Chapter 2 of the document deals with the description of the different components that have been
implemented for this CREL. The components and subcomponents are mainly related to two topics:
•

The Contractual Management Marketplace (CMMP) which implementation started in CoActive, that allows to register multimodal contractual agreements among several TSP and
generates “multimodal rules” that feed other IP4 components such as the Offer Builder or the
clearing engine. The CMMP “translates” to a technical level, formal contracts that could
involve the agreements, business rules and financial compensation that shall occur between
the different stakeholders. For MaaSive CREL, new components have been created in the
CMMP to provide new functionalities, which are mainly related to registration of tariffs and
configuration of new Mobility Packages, including MaaS.

•

A Best price engine that helps to calculate the best price for travellers, especially performing
multiple travels, taking into account defined mobility packages as the one proposed by MaaS.
The goal is to optimise prepaid product based offers or postpaid route based trips.

Chapter 3 provides some general guidelines and tools for testing, including the link with the MaaSive
Use Cases that are related to the components deployed. Finally, Chapter 4 presents test performed to
validate the components implemented. The document finishes with a conclusion and description of
the next steps.
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LIST OF ACRONYMS
Acronyms

Meaning

API

Application Programming Interface

BPM

Best Price Module

BPO

Best Price Orchestrator

BT

Booking and Ticketing

CMMP

Contractual Management Market Place

CREL

Core Release

FREL

Final Release

IT

Information Technology

IF

Interoperability Framework

IP4

Innovation Programme 4 of Shift2Rail

MaaS
MP
S2R
TC
TS
TSP
TT
WP

MAAS-WP9-D9.2

Mobility as a Service
Mobility Package (including MaaS Tariffs)
Shift to Rail
Travel companion
Travel Shopping
Travel Service Provider
Trip Tracking
Work Package
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REFERENCED DOCUMENTS
Reference
Number

Title

Revision

1

COA WP3 FREL Implementation

Final

2

MAAS WP9 D9.1 Specifications

Final

3

9.2_BP_files.zip (file in which the request/response
samples indicated in the document are included)

Final

Table 1: Referenced documents
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2. IMPLEMENTED SOFTWARE
COMPONENTS
The current deliverable presents the deployments done for MaaSive- CREL as part of WP9. It
describes the implementation of two main components, which specifications and design is included
in D9.1 [2]. Those components are:




CMMP: Contractual Management Market Place: component created in Co-Active project [1],
with the objective of facilitating the creation and management of agreements among TSP of
the IP4 ecosystem.
Best Price Engine: Component with the goal to optimise prepaid product based offers or
postpaid route based trips.

The main objective of this first release was to have first working components that other components
from other WPs could use in the next release. In parallel, during the next release, the current
components will be gradually enhanced by the responsible partners.

IMPLEMENTED ARCHITECTURE
The components presented are integrated within the overall IP4 architecture following a different
approach. On one side, the CMMP will be integrated within the Operator Portal, deployed by the
project CONNECTIVE with the objective to offer TSP a number of functionalities, such as
registration of new users and services, or transactions monitoring. The Operator Portal is a Web Portal
deployed in the cloud and the user interface is accessible through a url.
On the other side, in relation to Best Price Optimization, two types of components are being proposed:
the Orchestrator, which follows the same architecture as other IP4 orchestrators such as shopping or
booking orchestrators, and the module to optimize prices, that should be deployed at the TSP side
instead of as part of the IP4 ecosystem.

COMPONENT: CMMP
The CMMP (Contractual Management Market Place) is a component created in Co-Active project,
with the objective of facilitating the creation and management of agreements among TSP of the IP4
ecosystem. In Co-Active the main functionality was to allow that two TSP create multimodal
discounts that take place when both TSP are involved in the same offer. The agreement needs to be
accepted by the involved parties, and after that, a “contract” is stablished, and the conditions of the
contract are taken into account at IP4 processes, such as at offer building time in the case of discount.
Within Co-Active, the tool was enlarged to allow creating other conditions such as those affecting
after sales or ancillary services.

MAAS-WP9-D9.2
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Within MaaSive, it was decided to take advantage of this existing component to be also the basis for
the creation of Mobility Packages (MP), that will be taken into account by other components of the
ecosystem at shopping or issuing time.
In Co-Active, the CMMP consisted mainly of one single component, but with the new functionalities
proposed in MaaSive, it has been decided to divide the component in 3 subcomponents.


CMMP Agreements Manager: it enables a TSP to create business rules involving other TSP
registered in the ecosystem. Through the user interface, it allows a TSP to configure a new
agreement, specify the conditions and the benefits for the user and the revenue split among
TSPs. These functionalities were the ones deployed in Co-Active, although in that project
everything was considered as part of the unique CMMP component. As this was already
implemented, the focus of the current document will be the two new components deployed in
MaaSive CREL, related to the creation of Mobility Packages.



CMMP Tariffs Manager: this new component enables a TSP to include in the CMMP its
tariffs (single trips or multitrips such as 10 rides). The main utility of this is to allow
retailers/MaaS operators to compose Mobility Packages and include the TSP tariffs as part of
them. TSP will be allowed to register manually each tariff, or upload files with the information
in a specific format.



CMMP Mobility Packages Manager: this new component enables a retailer or MaaS
Operator to create a Mobility Package through the CMMP (including MaaS packages), by
combining tariffs from a number of TSPs (tariffs are already registered in the ecosystem
through the CMMP Tariffs Manager component). This MP info should be agreed by all parties
involved, and taken afterwards into account in the IP4 processes in which they are relevant,
such as at shopping time.

Description of the implementation
The objective of this subsection is to reflect the current results of the implementation of the two new
subcomponents of the CMMP previously indicated: the Tariffs Manager and the CMMP Mobility
Packages Manager.
The access to these new functionalities is done through the home page of the CMMP (Figure 1). To
access to this functionalities, the user (Operator or TSP) needs to be previously registered in the
Operator Portal, which also grants access to the CMMP. In the menu at the left, the user (TSP) can
see the direct access to the different functionalities (Agreements management- deployed in previous
Co-Active version and not explained again in this document- indicated with a grey box; Tariffs

MAAS-WP9-D9.2
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Management – indicated with a green box; and Mobility Package Management– indicated with an
orange box).

Figure 1: Home page of the CMMP
Figure 2 shows the screen created for the functionalities related to the management of tariffs. In the
example, three Tariffs can be observed for TSP EMT: one of a monthly pass, another for 10 trips
and a third one for elderly people.

Figure 2: List of Tariffs created by a TSP
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Figure 3 shows the screen implemented to create a new Mobility Package. Through this screen, the
registered user (which can be a retailer, MaaS provider or any actor that will provide a new Mobility
Package that could involve several providers) creates a new MP by including a name, duration and
providers involved.

Figure 3: Creation of new Mobility Package
Once selected the providers, the interface shows a section for each of them, in which the retailer can
see the tariffs available for selection, uploaded previously through the Tariffs Management
functionalities. In the example of Figure 4 it can be seen the dropdown menu with the tariffs available.
Once selected, they are compiled in the window of the right hand side of the screen. In this window,
two prices are available: first the total sum of the Tariffs selected (“Real Price”) and then the Mobility
Package Price, which is the price that the travellers will need to pay to purchase this specific MP.

MAAS-WP9-D9.2
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Figure 4: Screen for the selection of tariffs for each provider, and for the selection of price

Reference to API description
For the moment, the latest CMMP deployments are only available on the development server and are
not accessible from outside, neither do they offer an API that could be called by other components.
In the future, other components will need to call them and retrieve MP conditions, such as at shopping
time.

Implementation choices (Technology, processes,...)
The CMMP is running on a CENTOS 7.4 with 4 cores, 14 GB de RAM and 250 GB HDD using a
Wildfly 11 as a server. All the services have been deployed in the hosting cloud provider (Azure).
As a first stage, everything has been built over the existing CMMP component, although for the future
it might be improvements in terms of architecture and performance. Partners are also evaluating how
to increase the logic of the CMMP, including more internal business rules, but for the moment this
scope has not been specified.
MAAS-WP9-D9.2
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For the creation of tariffs for a first proof of concept it is a manual and simple process, but for the
future other options will be available such as uploading files with the information specific formats.
Standards like NeTex are being analysed for this. Also for this first proof of concept implemented, it
has not been deployed yet the capability to indicate fees or clearing conditions (which will be
important when the final price for travellers is not the same as the total price of the sum of the tariffs).

COMPONENT: BEST PRICE ENGINE
Within MaaSive an orchestrator for handling the Best Price optimization (eco-system level) and a
module to optimize prices (TSP level) both product and route based are developed. The Best Price
computation calculates the best price for travellers performing multiple trips within an optimization
period (e.g. a day or week).

Description of the implementation
The Best Price Orchestrator is handling the Best Price optimization on eco-system level and
therefore collects all relevant itineraries and/or offers of a traveller and invokes the Best Price
Modules of all relevant TSPs.
Within the Best Price Module the Optimizer is optimizing the purchased tickets based on tariff
information from the Tariff Catalogue (see Figure 5) and the Optimization Matrix (see Figure 6). The
solution with the least costs is processed as the optimized candidate. This candidate is returned to the
Best Price Orchestrator.

Tariff products
Tickets

Zone
Berlin

Short trip
Single
ticket
Day
ticket

1,90 €

7,00 €

AB

BC

ABC

1,90 €

1,90 €

1,90 €

2,80 €

3,10 €

3,40 €

7,00 €

7,40 €

7,70 €

Figure 5: Subset of the VBB Tariff Catalogue
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Daily best price limit
Tickets

Zone
Berlin

Short trip
Single
ticket
Day
ticket

AB / BC / ABC

>4

=1

>3

>1

>1

>2

>2

=1

=1

=1

Figure 6: Optimization Matrix VBB
If the price of the optimized candidate is less than the original purchase, a cancellation of the original
OfferItems and an issuing of the optimized ones will be performed. In addition a refund will be issued
in order to send the price difference back to the user account and a notification will be sent.
Within the first proof of concept of the BPM the product based functionality is implemented only and
can be show cased for VBB.

Reference to API description
2.3.2.1 Best Price Orchestrator (product based)
The product based functionality of the BPO is invoked by the Issuing Orchestrator after a new
ItineraryOffer is successfully issued. Therefore the UserID and UserIDToken is handed over from
the IO to the BPO.

2.3.2.2 Best Price Module (product based)
The BPO is calling the BPM with all OfferItems and the Optimization Period.


The API look like this (included in [3]):



curl -XPOST -H 'Authorization: bearer <TOKEN>' -H "Content-type: application/json"
-d '{
"shoppingContexts": [
"eyJGViI6IlZCQi0xIiwiVEMiOiJCYXJ0YXJpZiIsIlNXIjoiNTU1NSIsIlpXIjoiNTY1NiIsIlRMUyI6I
kIxIiwiVlQiOiJCZXJsaW4gQUIifQ",
"eyJGViI6IlZCQi0xIiwiVEMiOiJCYXJ0YXJpZiIsIlNXIjoiNTU1NSIsIlpXIjoiNTY1NiIsIlRMUyI6I
kIxIiwiVlQiOiJCZXJsaW4gQUIifQ",
"eyJGViI6IlZCQi0xIiwiVEMiOiJCYXJ0YXJpZiIsIlNXIjoiNTU1NSIsIlpXIjoiNTY1NiIsIlRMUyI6I
kIxIiwiVlQiOiJCZXJsaW4gQUIifQ"
]
}' 'http://api.uptrade.de/ticket_optimize?from=2019-12-13&to=2019-12-13'

MAAS-WP9-D9.2
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Three ShoppingContexts are being sent (Base 64 encoded), the string represents a Single Trip ticket
in zone AB. Additionally, the optimisation period is sent (Daily optimisation for Dec 13th).

The response of such a request is as follows:
{
"travellerUid": "c97ffcd9-42ba-4ee0-ad99-d0af3ece86c2",
"startDate": {
"year": 2019,
"month": "JANUARY",
"dayOfYear": 23,
"dayOfWeek": "WEDNESDAY",
"leapYear": false,
"dayOfMonth": 23,
"monthValue": 1,
"chronology": {
"id": "ISO",
"calendarType": "iso8601"
},
"era": "CE"
},
"endDate": {
"year": 2019,
"month": "JANUARY",
"dayOfYear": 24,
"dayOfWeek": "THURSDAY",
"leapYear": false,
"dayOfMonth": 24,
"monthValue": 1,
"chronology": {
"id": "ISO",
"calendarType": "iso8601"
},
"era": "CE"
},
"optimizedPrice": {
"amount": 9.60,
"currency": {
"present": true
}
},
"unoptimizedPrice": {
"amount": 11.60,
"currency": {
"present": true
}
},
"optimizedBonus": {
"amount": 2.00,
"currency": {
"present": true
}
},
"tickets": [
{
"id": "d9026481-917a-4877-ab58-da942e7d148a",
"price": {
"amount": 9.60,
"currency": {
"present": true
}

MAAS-WP9-D9.2
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},
"medium": "E_TICKET",
"ticketCategory": "B1T",
"ticketDescription": "Tageskarte",
"discountCardCode": null,
"tariffInformation": "Gültig im Tarifgebiet des VBB",
"travelClass": 2,
"validity": {
"from": {
"nano": 127000000,
"epochSecond": 1548233020
},
"until": {
"nano": 133000000,
"epochSecond": 1548234500
},
"validInWholeTariffRegion": false,
"dayTicket": true,
"tariffOwnerId": "VBB"
}
}
],
"journeys": null
}

An internal ID is sent back. Also, the optimisation period (represented by start & end date).
optimizedPrice is the price of all offer items after the optimisation has been calculated, whereas
unoptimizedPrize is the price of all offer items before optimisation (the deduction is calculated as
well and given back as optimizedBonus).
Secondly, the resulting ticket is returned with all values that are needed to represent it: amount,
ticketCategory (in this case a Day ticket, B1T, also described as “Tageskarte” (= daily ticket)).
Finally, additional tariffInformation, like the validity period and the tariffOwner (VBB) are returned.

Implementation choices (Technology, processes,...)
The Best Price Module is a data-driven system based on asynchronous messaging (publish-subscribepattern) that allows synchronous loading of processing states via RESTful API.
The following technologies are used:





Java, Kotlin, TypeScript, Python
Spring Boot, NodeJS, Flask
Kafka, Cassandra
Docker, Kubernetes

The data (offers plus optimization period, determined by from/to parameters) are retrieved from the
Best Price Orchestrator and then analysed asynchronously. After optimizing the OfferItmes the Best
Price Module sends the optimization results (one or more OfferItems) to the Best Price Orchestrator.

MAAS-WP9-D9.2
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Misalignments with specifications
The following deviations from the specification are made within the first proof of concept
implementation:




The BPM can handle product based optimization only;
The BPM don’t take user preferences into account;
The communication between the BPO and the BPM is asynchronous for route based
optimisations and synchronous for product based optimisations.

MAAS-WP9-D9.2
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3. TESTING AT COMPONENT LEVEL
This section describes the tests performed to validate the implementations carried so far at component
level (for the new MaaSive components)
The testing tools and procedures follow the same approach as in other MaaSive WPs and also the
guidance from COHESIVE and lessons learnt from ATTRACkTIVE and Co-Active.

USE CASES TO BE VALIDATED
Different use cases were identified during this first phase. Some of them are directly related to the
component implemented for the CREL. The table below presents the ones related to the implemented
components.
Use Case ID
Number
UC_TD4.2_01
UC_TD4.3_15
UC_TD4.3_16

Use Case ID Name

Related component

Creation of a Mobility Package in
the CMMP
Best Price: Automated best price
prepaid (for all my travels)
Best Price: Apply best price (product
based)

CMMP
BPO
Best Price: Apply best
price (product based) 
BPO+BPM

Table 2: Related Use Cases
Moreover, the creation of MP through the CMMP components explained here, are the first stage to
allow users to select MP through the TC and to use their conditions afterwards at shopping time.

DEPENDENCIES
The Best Price Orchestrator is dependent on the availability of the following functionalities:




CW-Functionality to get all issued ItineraryOffers of a traveller within a given time period.
IF-Broker/Converter to convert the request and response to BPM
IO/ASO-Interface to update already issued offers and to perform the payback

Other components are dependent on the CMMP functionalities (for example the capability of the TC
to offer MP to purchase, or the MP orchestrator). However, the introduction of data in the CMMP
from the users could be tested independently of other components.

MAAS-WP9-D9.2
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TESTING TOOLS
The approach and tools proposed in this WP for testing purposes follows the project and IP4 program
guidelines, which include the following tools:













SOAPUI – Desktop tool which allows to create projects using different protocols (SOAP
and REST) for automated functional, regression, and load tests based on Web services.
In a single test environment, it provides complete test coverage (e.g., a test case which
concatenates different calls among which parameters should be reused could be created).
In addition, it allows simulating needed parts to complete the test and export the projects
for sharing them.
POSTMAN – Desktop and web tool which allows to interact with HTTP APIs and to
automate tests. The request GUI is friendly and intuitive. Adding the URL to call,
selecting the operation to perform, adding the header parameters and the body if needed
the request is created and the response will be received as JSON format. It allows
configuring complex calls with environment variables or pre-request scripts and
configuring the conditions that the response should achieve to consider the test passed.
SwaggerUI – Web tool configuring from the source code which provides a GUI with the
exposed services and the fields to fill. It also allows executing the call and retrieving the
answer. It is compatible only with REST for the moment.
Simulation App (Android Studio) – IDE (Integrated Development Environment) for
developing mobile applications which allows executing a virtual simulator for a device
with the desired Android version. In addition, it allows developping and debugging the
possible found issues during the application execution. This tool could be useful for
testing the mobile components of the projects but taking into account that they should be
tested after that in a real device for considering the component ready.
Git: In order to plan the successive integration windows with the available version of the
modules, a specific versioning control system “GitLAB” was established. By having
access to the GIT, the partners import their modules when ready.
Jenkins: A continuous build is performed using Jenkins, which is a continuous integration
tool.
Others: along the project, new tools can be identified to accelerate and/or improve the
testing methodology.

The software MANTIS allows to register the integration tests foreseen and the results of the testing.
Also following COHESIVE guidelines, 3 environments will be used for development, testing and
demos.
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TESTING PROCEDURE
The testing procedure for MaaSive is based on guidelines of COHESIVE and following lessons learnt
from Co-Active and ATTRACkTIVE. According to it, each partner tests its components separately
before the integration (normally, the tester is a different person than the ones that does the
deployment) and makes the component available for integration.
This work is carried out through MANTIS, and different tickets are created for the test of the different
components independently. When the components are ready the MANTIS tickets related to the
components are tested. MANTIS tickets reflect the objective of each integration test, and the results
are included in the corresponding MANTIS ticket, together with problems found at testing time.
This process based on a continuous integration and testing platforms enables to have frequent
releases. After each version, a testing process is performed in order to assess the adequacy of the
release with the required performances established according to the capabilities and mission defined
for the project.

MAAS-WP9-D9.2
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4. TEST CASE DESCRIPTIONS
This chapter includes the description of the tests that can be performed at component level to validate the
performance of each of the new MaaSive components, including pre-conditions and steps to follow to achieve
the expected to result.

CMMP
The goal of the tests is to demonstrate the new functionalities implemented in the CMMP portal and
which is the result of the interactions with the user.

Test 1: Registration of Tariffs
The present test allows validating the registration of Tariffs
Pre-requisites:
 User (TSP) should be previously registered in the portal and have access to the CMMP
screens

Test steps:
 User access the CMMP Portal
 Selects “New Tariffs” in the lateral menu
 User includes a number of different tariffs, including name, conditions (such as number of
trips) and price and saves the changes.
Results:
Date of test

Expected Result

Observed Result

20/12/2019

The list of registered
Tariffs should appear
in the “My Tariffs”
screen. Details of each
of them should appear
when pressing the
“Details” button.

Ok.
See Figure 7.
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Figure 7: Result of the creation of Tariffs

Test 2: Create a new Mobility Package
The present test allows validating the functionalities for MP creation
Pre-requisites:
 User (retailer, MaaS operator) should be previously registered in the portal and have access
to the CMMP screens

Test steps:
 User access the CMMP Portal
 Select “Create Mobility Package” in the lateral menu
 Select new name, TSPs involved and validity period for the new MP
 Select for each TSP involved, the Tariffs that want to be included in the MP
 Select a final price for the user and create the package
Results:
Date of test

Expected Result

Observed Result

20/12/2019

Once created, the new MP
should be included in the list
indicated in a different colour
depending on whether the
conditions have been
accepted or not by the TSP
involved.

Ok.
See Figure 8
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20/12/2019

When pressing “Details”, the
details and conditions of each
should appear on a new
screen

Ok.
See Figure 9

Figure 8: New MP created. Orange indicates that it has not been accepted yet by all TSP
involved
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Figure 9: Details associated to one MP
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BEST PRICE MODULE
The goal of these tests are to demonstrate that the new BPM is working properly.
All request/response samples included in this section can be found in the attached folder
9.2_BP_files.zip

Test 1 – 3 short trip tickets zone AB, no optimisation
Test the functionality to perform the orchestration for the Best Price optimization in the case that no
optimization is needed.
Pre-requisites:


The optimization matrix is set up

Test steps:


The Best Price Module is invoked “by hand” with the optimization period and three
OfferItems / products (3 short trip tickets zone AB).
3ShortPass-REQ.jso
n




The BPM tries to optimize the OfferItems and finds no better solution
The BPM response with the same OfferItems

Results:
Date of test

Expected Result

Observed Result

27/01/2020

No optimization as 3 short
trip tickets doesn’t exceed
day ticket zone AB

Ok.

3ShortPass.json

Test 2 – 1 short trip tickets zone AB & 2 single tickets zone AB, no optimisation
Test the functionality to perform the orchestration for the Best Price optimization in the case that no
optimization is needed.
Pre-requisites:


The optimization matrix is set up
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Test steps:


The Best Price Module is invoked “by hand” with the optimization period and three
OfferItems / products (1 short trip tickets zone AB & 2 single trip ticket zone AB)
1Short2SingleAB-R
EQ.json




The BPM tries to optimize the OfferItems and finds no better solution
The BPM response with the same OfferItems

Results:
Date of test

Expected Result

Observed Result

27/01/2020

No optimization as 1 short
trip tickets zone AB & 2
single trip tickets zone AB
doesn’t exceed day ticket
zone AB

Ok.
1Short2SingleAB.js
on

Test 3 – 1 short trip ticket zone AB & 3 single trip tickets zone AB successful
optimization
Test the functionality to perform the orchestration for the Best Price optimization in the case of a
successful optimization.
Pre-requisites:


The optimization matrix is set up

Test steps:


The Best Price Module is invoked “by hand” with the optimization period and four
OfferItems / products (1 short trip ticket zone AB & 3 single trip tickets zone AB)
1Short3SingleAB-R
EQ.json




The BPM tries to optimize the OfferItems, but finds a better solution
The BPM response with the optimized OfferItem*

Results:
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Date of test

Expected Result

Observed Result

27/01/2020

Successful optimization as 1
short trip ticket zone AB & 3
single trip tickets zone AB
exceed day ticket zone AB so
a day ticket zone AB is
issued.

Ok.
1Short3SingleAB.js
on

Test 4 – 1 short trip ticket zone AB & 1 single trip ticket zone AB & 1 single trip
ticket zone BC, no optimization
Test the functionality to perform the orchestration for the Best Price optimization in the case of a
successful optimization.
Pre-requisites:


The optimization matrix is set up

Test steps:


The Best Price Module is invoked “by hand” with the optimization period and three
OfferItems / products (1 short trip ticket zone AB & 1 single trip ticket zone AB & 1 single
trip ticket zone BC)
ShortSingleABSingl
eBC-REQ.json




The BPM tries to optimize the OfferItems, but finds no better solution
The BPM response with the same OfferItems

Results:
Date of test

Expected Result

27/01/2020

No optimization as 1 short
Ok.
trip ticket zone AB & 1 single
trip ticket zone AB & 1 single
ShortSingleABSingl
trip ticket zone BC doesn’t
eBC.json
exceed day ticket zone ABC
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Test 5 – 2 short trip tickets zone AB & 1 single trip tickets zone AB & 1 single trip
tickets zone BC successful optimization
Test the functionality to perform the orchestration for the Best Price optimization in the case of a
successful optimization.
Pre-requisites:


The optimization matrix is set up

Test steps:


The Best Price Module is invoked “by hand” with the optimization period and four
OfferItems / products (2 short trip ticket zone AB & 1 single trip tickets zone AB & 1 single
trip tickets zone BC)
2Short1SingleAB1Si
ngleBC-REQ.json




The BPM tries to optimize the OfferItems, but finds a better solution
The BPM response with the optimized OfferItem*

Results:

Date of test

Expected Result

27/01/2020

Successful optimization as 2
Ok.
short trip tickets zone AB & 1
single trip tickets zone AB &
2Short1SingleAB1SI
1 single trip tickets zone BC
ngleBC.json
exceed day ticket zone ABC
so a day ticket zone ABC is
issued.
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5. TEST REPORTS
This section gathers the different tests presented in the test case description part of the document and
presents for each component tested the responsible and the obtained results.
During this first phase of work, tests were carried out for each components in order to verify their
behaviour and correct functioning. As described above, all the components have been implemented
and tested by each of the partners involved as shown in the table below

TEST

RESPONSIBLE

RESULT

CMMP:Registration of Tariffs
CMMP: Create a new Mobility Package
BPM: 3 short trip tickets zone AB, no
optimisation
BPM:1 short trip tickets zone AB & 2
single tickets zone AB, no optimisation
BPM: 1 short trip ticket zone AB & 3
single trip tickets zone AB successful
optimization
BPM: 1 short trip ticket zone AB & 1
single trip ticket zone AB & 1 single trip
ticket zone BC, no optimization
BPM: 2 short trip tickets zone AB & 1
single trip tickets zone AB & 1 single trip
tickets zone BC successful optimization

INDRA
INDRA
HACON

OK
OK
OK

HACON

OK

HACON

OK

HACON

OK

HACON

OK

Table 3: Summary of Test results
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6. SUMMARY AND NEXT STEPS
This first release aims to implement a first working version of the main components related to
Business Rules, pricing and contractual management (related to WP9), specially focused in a MaaS
environment. The implementation has started from the Capella specifications done for D1.9, and has
worked in two main areas: on one side, providing new functionalities for the CMMP related to
registration of tariffs and configuration of new Mobility Packages including MaaS. On the other side,
building components to optimise prepaid product based offers or postpaid route based trips.

This document summarizes the work achieved to implement the component specified and tested at
unitary level, specially scheduled for the CREL. Within the different sections, the implementation
and test process used to consolidate and implement the components are presented. The successive
sections, gave an overview of the implementation carried out and then test case description and
progress for each component. Using a common development framework, a collaborative repository
as well as common testing and specification tools (Wiki, Mantis, Capella…), all the created modules
are tested and validated to be integrated together afterwards.
The objective for the first release was to have a first implementation and proof of concept of these
components to demonstrate their feasibility, which will be enhanced in the next release and integrated
with other components of the IP4 ecosystem.
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